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Outline
• What research is being carried out in doctoral
supervision, how is it done?
• Are we on the right track in Europe?
• Introducing a conceptual framework for
understanding research supervision
• Can we build more bridges between
researchers, managers and practitioners?

An overview of current research
Organisationally-led research (eg PRES * surveys,
UK Vitae reports, QAA** documents)
Academic-initiated research:
a) Longitudinal diary studies from student perspective
(McAlpine et al) student-supervisor questionnaires
(Almlov et al)
b) Qualitative studies taken from one point in time –
observation, literature reviews and interviews (from
to Delamont to Roed and Clarke)
* Postgraduate Research Experience Survey led by the Higher
Education Academy (HEA)
**Quality Assurance Agency – a UK based government body

Contrasting approaches from some of the literature
• Functional/Technical-rational model (Acker in Wisker 2005, Eley
and Jennings 2005, Taylor and Beasley 2005)

• Metaphors: apprenticeship, mentoring, masterslave (Grant 2005, 2008, Pearson & Kayrooz 2004, Brew 2001)
• Qualities approach (Wisker 2003a, Zuber Skerrit & Roche 2004)

• Communities of practice, Enculturation (Lave and Wenger
1991, Pearson & Brew 2002)

• Micro and macro environments, ‘nests of
influence’ (Lovitts 2008, McAlpine and Norton 2006)
• Feminist objective ‘fully integrated self’ (Firth and Martens
2008, Leonard 2001)

• Research vs Pedagogy continuum; (Green and Powell 2005: 153, )
• Matrices (Gatfield 2005, Murphy et al 2008, Deuchar 2008, Hopkins 2013)
• techne, scholarly expertise, habits of the mind,
contextual expertise, learning alliance, Halse and Malfroy 2010

Nested contexts influencing retention
and completion
(McAlpine and Norton 2008)

Societal – supra-societal context
• constrains and enhances postsecondary policies and
practices
Institutional context
• constrains and enhances
departmental
policies and practice
Department-disciplinary
context
• constrains and enhances
supervisor-student experience
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My own research questions
• What conceptions of supervision do
supervisors hold?
• Is there any relationship between the
conceptions of supervision and the jobs that
their PhD graduates subsequently undertake?
• What are the common problems faced?
• What training for supervisors, if any, is
undertaken or might be helpful

A framework for concepts of research supervision
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FUNCTIONAL: where the issue is one of project management;
‘I have a weekly timetabled formal slot for them and follow-up
if they do not turn up’
ENCULTURATION: where the postgraduate researcher is
encouraged to become a member of the disciplinary
community;
‘My students all know their academic grandfather’
CRITICAL THINKING: where the postgraduate researcher is
encouraged to question and analyse their work;
‘I use ‘magic’ words to help them identify the thread in their
argument eg arguably, conversely, unanimously, essentially,
early on, inevitably etc’
EMANCIPATION: where the postgraduate researcher is
encouraged to question and develop themselves;
‘Your job as a supervisor is to get them knowing more than
you’
DEVELOPING A HIGH QUALITY RELATIONSHIP: where the
postgraduate researcher is enthused, inspired and cared for; ‘I
need to encourage them to be brave in their thinking’
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Advantages and Disadvantages
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What do students want? Identifying

student motivation, objectives and needs
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Using the framework: Planning the first meeting
Functional

• Go through codes
of practice
• Agree a timetable
for future
meetings
• Create a project
plan with
milestones and
make sure they
are written in
supervisors’ and
students diaries.
• Clarify the roles of
primary and cosupervisors
• Explain the ’rules
of engagement’
• Discuss a
publication policy

Enculturation

Critical Thinking
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• Ascertain
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subject
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knowledge
• Invite student
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to team
any gaps
meetings/
• Encourage
seminars
student to
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begin to
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identify/
key
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authors/texts
own ’critical
• Set tasks
toolkit’.
where the
student will
learn ’how
we do it here’

Emancipation

Relationship
Development

• Encourage
student to
present
their own
plans
• Explore
their inner
motivation
for wanting
to do this
research
• Encourage
student to
identify
outsiders
who might
provide
support/illu
mination

• Discuss the
relationship,
how it might
go,
• Discuss what
the student
can do if they
are unhappy
at any point
• Establish
mutual
expectations

Using the framework:

SOME OPTIONS FOR SUPERVISOR DEVELOPMENT
TYPE OF PROVISION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Accredited, award bearing
(examined/assessed) programmes

Consistency of approach, outcomes
more measurable. Quality assured.

Need an infrastructure to support them

Substantial programmes where
attendance is mandatory

Opportunity to integrate scholarship
and promote reflection

Need senior management support to
maintain momentum

Workshops (eg one or two days)

More attractive to time-pressed
academics.

Lunch-time or short seminar
programme

Topics can be time relevant

Careful planning required. Difficult to
evaluate whether there is long term
behaviour change.
More about information giving than
sharing or developing practice

Action learning sets

Can have profound impact on
individual’s practice

Can be completely ignored by those
who are not engaged

Award schemes

Can involve a wide range of staff.
Can lead to a community of excellent
supervisors
An inexperienced supervisor can still be
a first supervisor if they have a suitable
mentor to advise and guide.

Requires excellent administration to
create a credible and lasting scheme

Mentoring schemes

Policy development or evaluation
(using experienced academics to make
recommendations about future policy

Depends on the quality of the mentor
and the time available for mentoring
sessions

Encourages involvement of experienced Needs careful facilitation to avoid
and senior academics
‘pooled ignorance’ and to ensure it
engages the heart as well as the head.
Danger of ‘tokenism’

Using the framework to look at ways of developing faculty
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Feelings about attending supervisor
development programmes (n = 106)
• 90% positive, especially when attendance is
voluntary
• Contrasting concerns: some hope for ‘time to
discuss the underlying psychological and
philosophical aspects of the role with
colleagues’, others ‘hope we do not waste
valuable time on building a sense of
community rather on provision of useful
content’

Building bridges between researchers,
practitioners and managers
1. Use, test and refine existing research
2. Ensure that new research meets the new challenges
eg: international collaborations, group supervision,
links between supervising research and academic
leadership
3. For workshops, programmes and seminars
a) have an evidence-based compelling case for workshops
and seminars,
b) use a neutral language that is acceptable to all parties
c) recognise disciplinary differences and similarities
d) consider a wide range of approaches
e) consult widely, evaluate and continuously refine
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It is a
balancing
act

